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Date: 17/02/2022
Location: HSM
Reference: I2061657
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----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
A cleaning contractor received an electric shock to the right hand when moving a fan. The power lead was severed and pulled free from the fan as it was lifted. The damaged conductors shorted resulting in a small 
flash and the cleaner receiving an electric shock and minor burn. RCD protection did not trip and the damaged lead and exposed conductors remained energised until isolated.

The lead was found to have been severed at the internal cable clamp and the mounting post was sheared from the case. It is evident the lead has experienced significant force at some point and has not been reported 
or removed from service. The RCD protection was checked and confirmed to function correctly.

Electrical articles should be visually inspected each time before use to ensure they are safe to use and fit for duty. Any damage must be immediately reported and the article removed from service until inspected and 
verified safe for use. As per Electrical Safety Manual 1.4.11, all electrical articles shall be inspected, tested and tagged at the minimum required frequency for the environment and use. 

The inside of the plastic fan cowling, with the cable clamp support 

moved from its original position and the severed lead in the clamp

A cable support gromet 

on another heater, this 

was missing on the 

damaged heater

A close up of the cable 

support clamp. Note the 

indentation in the black 

support indicating it 

may have been over 

tightened.

The lead as found on the floor with the 

exposed conductors and compliance tag



Date: 17/02/2022
Location: Western Port
Reference: I2061552
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----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
An electrical apprentice received an electric shock to the right hand when placing wires in a terminal 

strip. The electrician supervising the apprentice had conducted TBYT before the control wiring had 

been disconnected. The apprentice was instructed to connect the wires for the VSD alarm when the 

incident occurred. Subsequent tests found the wires had an induced voltage of 40V ac when 

measured using a high impedance setting and 0V on low impedance setting. The induced voltage 

only became apparent at some point after the control wires had been disconnected.

Further investigation found the control circuit had been modified and the isolation procedure in use 

was no longer correct. Only the state of control contacts removed supply from the wiring being 

worked on.

Change control processes must be followed whenever modifications are made to ensure drawings 

are amended correctly, copies replaced on site, and isolation procedures updated and verified.

The terminal strip on the VSD drive



Date: 6/02/2022
Location: HSM Rollshop
Reference: I2055684
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----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
An operator driving the 75 ton crane to the far end of the roll shop noticed a blue flash and a shower of sparks coming from the live rails. Electricians found the crane isolation bay isolator was in the 

earthed position with nothing to prevent the crane long travelling into the isolation zone. The top live rail had chunks missing and the collector shoe had large splatters.

It is essential warning flags, flashing lights and stops be installed before isolating and earthing live rail sections, and controls to prevent crane long travel into isolated sections remain in place until 

rails are no longer earthed.

How the crane isolator was found in 

the earthed position

The top live rails and surface damage

The larger splatters on the collector shoe



Date: 15/02/2022
Location: Western Port
Reference: I2060271
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----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Two electricians concurrently attempted to close knife switches for Stands 4 and 5 main drive motors whilst locked and isolated. They had just completed megger readings on the armatures of the main drives and 
were re-instating fuses which are removed as part of doing megger tests. After re-instating the fuses, they both inadvertently went to close the knife switches. Multi locks on both P 4-C KS6 and P 5-C KS7 knife 
switches were broken. 

The electricians became confused by instructions for other drive knife switches to be closed once meggering was complete. Instructions created room for error. The multi-lock devices are difficult to see with 
isolators in the open position and the switches are normally stiff to operate. It wasn’t obvious the switches were locked until the multi-lock was broken.

Work instructions must be clear and concise when multiple tasks are being performed. Each step must clearly define what action is required. Locking devices used for isolation should be located in a highly visible 
position and be sufficiently robust.

The two larger DC knife switches which show a 

plastic multi-lock device on the right hand side of 

each switch.

The multi-lock devices cannot be clearly seen when 

closing these switches using the right hand and 

standing on the left of the switch.



Date: 4/02/2022
Location: CPCM
Reference: I2055124
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----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
During a yearly inspection of 415V outlets an electrician has found an outlet with a heavily corroded plug. The base of the socket outlet is broken and the IP rated cover is missing. Each pin of the 

plug shows signs of corrosion and plastic has started to melt at the base of two pins. The outlet is used for a high pressure washer and water ingress is the main contributing factor for this damage.

Electrical outlets used in harsh environments or wet areas must be inspected more frequently for signs of damage, water ingress or not being used correctly.

The plug with each pins corroded and 

the base showing signs of melting

The damaged socket outlet 

with signs of corrosion



Date: 26/01/2022
Location: Western Port
Reference: I2051028
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----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
A shift electrician investigating issues with MCL6 Furnace MCC measured only 175 volts to earth on the red phase. Approaching the main supply switchboard smoke was seen coming from the 
2000A  ACB supply to the Furnace MCC. It was immediately isolated. Once racked out the red phase fingers on the ACB and the busbar connection of the ACB carriage were found to be extensively 
damaged. The maximum demand meter indicated current had exceeded 2000Amps and both the overcurrent and earth fault trip flags indicated a trip condition however the breaker did not trip. ACB 
service and testing was overdue.

Electrical installations must be periodically inspected and tested to ensure the safety and correct operation of installations and equipment. Power switchgear is generally not fail safe and requires 
functional testing. Critical applications may require multiple measures of protection.

The burnt/melted fingers of the red 

phase at the back of the ACB.

The ACB carriage showing the extent of 

the damage and burn marks. 
The front of the ACB with the red indicator 

flags down for phase and earth trip

The ammeter for the Furnace 

MCC and maximum demand 

indicator showing 2000amps



Date: 9/02/2022
Location: HCPD
Reference: I2058182
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----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
An electrician performing inspections of AC crane live rails tested the collector gear and measured 0V ac when expecting to see volts. The meter was tested again on a known supply and again 

measured 0V. Investigation found after removing the red lead from the meter receptacle the insertion pin had broken off inside the receptacle.

A great example of the correct use of the Test Before You Touch process to confirm the test equipment is fit for duty. A reminder for electricians that Test Before You Touch is our last line of defence.

The meter and the damaged red lead 

with the pin clearly broken off inside the 

meter receptacle.


